
Women suffer hair  loss too... 
but there are real solutions



Hair loss amongst women can be caused for a variety 

of reasons including illness, genetics, even hormonal 

imbalance, but Advanced Hair Studio can provide  

highly effective solutions for all types of hair loss. 

The answer to partial or  

complete hair loss.

Advanced Hair Studio have been developing and perfecting 

hair replacement procedures for 45 years. This research 

led to the development of the patented  

procedure that guarantees all women can have a full  

and totally natural looking head of hair again.

There is no surgery involved so there is no pain, no 

scarring and absolutely no risk. The  

procedure also enables you to enjoy an active lifestyle, 

whether it be swimming, jogging or any type of sports 

activity, and you can do it with complete conidence.
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Regrow thicker, 

stronger, healthier 

looking hair.

 Laser Therapy® is a powerful 

combination of programs: the latest laser 

beam technology, an FDA approved 

regrowth+ pharmaceutical, and proven 

scalp and follicle treatment programs.

Laser technology has revolutionised 

many aspects of our lives and this is 

also true of its beneicial affects on 

scalp and hair. 

 Laser Therapy® is completely 

safe and visible beneits can occur in  

as little as three months.
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Model used for illustration purposes only



Every woman deserves a full, 

healthy looking head of hair. 

The causes of hair loss in women are quite  

varied but Advanced Hair Studio can ensure that 

no matter what the reason the appearance of  

a full head of hair again can be achieved and 

maintained for life. 

Whether you are suffering from Alopecia,  

abnormal hair loss or temporary hair loss due 

to illness or medical treatment, Advanced Hair 

Studio’s programs speciically designed for women 

can restore your appearance and self conidence. 

All programs are conducted in complete privacy 

and you are assured of absolute conidentiality.
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My husband loves my  

new hair! 

My hair loss started about three years ago 

and I tried to hide it by wearing headbands.  

I started looking on the internet but it wasn’t 

until I talked to Advanced Hair Studio about 

their  procedure that I 

realised I could afford to do something  

about my hair loss.

My husband says I’m back to my old self 

again... I’m so happy with the end result!

Now I am going to my son’s upcoming 

wedding and don’t have to worry about  

the family photos! 
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Having a full head of hair gives 

me back my healthy look. 

It’s been almost a decade since I became ill and 

started losing my hair. The thing that prompted me 

to see Advanced Hair Studio was a Shane Warne 

commercial, that got me thinking if they could do  

that for men, surely they could help women with  

hair loss problems. 

I was so nervous in the early stages, but the 

understanding of the staff helped get me through.

For me, now having a full head of hair is showing the 

world I’m not sick, and just as importantly I’m not  

reminded of my sickness when I look in the mirror. 
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My full makeover is  

now complete!

A few years ago I had some cosmetic 

surgery and I then decided to also do 

something about my thin hair. I tried hair 

extensions to thicken my hair, but all they 

did was pull my hair out, so it looked  

even worse!

I then did some research to ind a place 

local to me that could offer an alternative 

and went to a consultation at Advanced 

Hair Studio. Once their procedure was 

explained, I was sold on the spot! Now I’ve 

got the hair I wanted, I absolutely love it!
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Discover the right program for you. 

The best way to ind out what is the right program for you is to make  

an obligation free appointment with a hair specialist at Advanced Hair Studio.   

They can assess your hair and then advise on which program can restore  

or replace your hair to give you back total conidence.

Call now for a conidential consultation;

Australia: 1300 ADVANCED  www.advancedhair.com.au 

New Zealand: 0800 424 252  www.advancedhairstudio.co.nz

South Africa: 0860 627 282  www.advancedhair.co.za

Hong Kong:  852 2150 1968  www.advancedhair.hk

Ireland: 1890 946 254  www.advancedhairstudio.ie

United Kingdom: 0845 600 8899  www.advancedhair.uk 


